
HOLEHAVEN

PROLOGUE

FROM FORGOTTEN PLAINS OF PRODUCTION 
INTO A BROWNFIELD WILDERNESS.........

The focus of the thesis is re-imaging river crossings, exploring possibilities in 
spacial characteristics and qualities involved in creating inhabited bridges. As 
Part of the research agenda, this thesis investigates the current global approach 
to climate change, sustainable and renewable energy and fuel production; in 
response to the past uses of the site and the equipping of communities to 
create resilient and sustainable environments for themselves.

I pose 2 intents for exploration

i) The bridge and Landscape as a site For Ecological Protest and repossession 
by the natural world.

ii) The Bridge as Landscape as a place of energy production and community.
In analysing and understanding the site, I found recurring theme of industrial 
scaring of natural landscape on both the northern and southern sides of the 
River Thames. Yet these were lands that still manage to thrive and survive 
hosting some of the rearrest birds’ plants and insect found across the county.

The thesis focus is then drawn to the Essex side of the River Thames, a site 
that inherently illustrates the conditions of disused and discarded industrial 
site all over the Hoo Peninsula. Hole Haven creek bisects 3 conditions, first 
an industrial site still in use and functioning, section is a site that has been 
disused for approx.10year with part demolition already taken place. And the 
third, an industrial site that has long be discarded and now being repossessed 
by the natural world.



DESIGN AGENDA - PART 1 HOLEHAVEN CROSSING



SITES GEOLOGICAL FORMATION
Thames Group (Clay, Silt, Sand and Gravel)
Lamberth Group (Clay, Silt, Sand and Gravel))
Thames Formation (Sand, Silt & Clay)
Seaford Chalk Formation
Lewes Nodular Chalk Formation
New Pit Chalkformation
White Chalk 
Zigzag chalk Formation
Gray Chalk
Gault Formation (Mudstone, Sand stone & Limestone)
Lower Grassland Group (Sandstone and Mudstone)
Silurian Rocks (Mudstone, Siltstone & Sandstone)

Xm (Above-SL)

Xm (Below-SL)

EXISTING SITE & CONTEXT

0 50m

EXISTING SITE SECTION

1

SITE ANALYSIS

Canvey Wick
Canvey Wick was a partly-built, non-operational refinery constructed by Occidental Refineries 
Limited in 1970–5 planned to produce six million tonne/year but demolished in 1996–7.

The initial proposal for the site was refused in 1970 but the local governing body, but 
the decision was overruled by the secretary of state for environment following an appeal, 
where local residents later formed the Refinery Resistance Group which campaigned to 
stop hazardous industrial developments. The Refinery stoped production between 1979 and 
1981, consequence of the Iranian revolution when the oil price increased by approx. 400%.

Nearest Communities - Castle Point (Canvey Island & BenFleet)
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Croyton Oil Refinery

Canvey Island

Officially set up in 1937 Coryton Refinery began as an explosives 
factory, then later as a coal merchant. It was a part of the Port of 
London and was the last of the three major refineries on the Thames 
Estuary to remain in operation, following closure of Shell Haven and 
BP Kent. The refinery also linked to Stanlow Refinery in North West 
England by the UK Oil Pipeline (UKOP) later adding life as a gas-fired 
power station to its cv in 2002. In January 2012, Petroplus filed for 
bankruptcy. Coryton Refinery ceased production in June 2012. The 
site becoming an industrial hub to be called Thames Enterprise Park.
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Age Distribution

 — Over 65 yrs

 — 30-64 yrs

 — 16-29 yrs

 — 0-15 yrs

Economic Activity
(including full-time students)

 — Economically Active

A. Full-time 

B. Part-time

C. Self-employed: 

Full-time

D. Self-employed: 

Part-time

E. Unemployed

 — Economically 

Inactive

Professions

A -   Agriculture

D -   Utilities

F -   Construction

G -   Wholesale & 

Retail trade

P -   Education

Q -   Human health & 

Social work

Oikas is an existing oil storage facility on Canvey Island. Its is an 
example of how these refineries may have looked in the past and it 
depicts the process of removal for unused storage 

Holehaven Wharf (Oikas Storage)

Education level

A. No qualifications

B. Level 1 

qualifications

C. Level 2 

qualifications

D. Apprenticeship

E. Level 3 

qualifications

F. Level 4 

qualifications and 

above

G. Other qualifications

Canvey Island

Site Location

Basildon

Southend-on-Sea

London Gateway

Tilbury

The Hoo Peninsula
Isle of Grain

Gravesend

River Thames

Rochester

Former Coryton Refinery River Thames
Existing JettyExisting Jetty

Canvey Wick Nature Reserve Holehaven Creek
Oikos Storage



EXISTING SITE & CONTEXT

CANVEY WICK

FORMER CORYTON REFINERY

Canvey Wick was a partly-built, non-operational refinery constructed by Occidental 
Refineries, in 1970–5 it planned to produce six million tonne/year but demolished 
was in 1996–7. The initial proposal for the site was refused in 1970 but the 
local governing body, but the decision was overruled by the secretary of state for 
environment following an appeal, where local residents later formed the Refinery 
Resistance Group which campaigned to stop hazardous industrial developments. 

The Refinery stoped production between 1979 and 1981, consequence of the Iranian 
revolution when the oil price increased by approx. 400%.

Officially set up in 1937 Coryton Refinery began as an explosives factory, 
then later as a coal merchant. It was a part of the Port of London and was 
the last of the three major refineries on the Thames Estuary to remain in 
operation, following closure of Shell Haven and BP Kent. 

The refinery also linked to Stanlow Refinery in North West England by the UK 
Oil Pipeline (UKOP) later adding life as a gas-fired power station to its cv in 
2002. In January 2012, Petroplus filed for bankruptcy. Coryton Refinery 
ceased production in June 2012. The site becoming an industrial hub to be 
called Thames Enterprise Park.



DESIGN AGENDA - ACTIVISTS TO CUSTODIANS

Somewhere out there is a stakeholders meeting is being held.

Agenda 5: The Holehaven Creek Incidents

“What do we do with these Intruders”

“But their Goal and Direct Action Brings to light some of the issues we 
highlight is our plans for the site.” 



DESIGN DEVELOPMENT - PROCESS & MODELS

MASTERPALN DEVELOPMENT



DESIGN AGENDADESIGN AGENDA

EXTENT OF EXISTING JETTY

PHASE 1 PROPOSAL

The works commence, the reshaping of this landscape begins 
with the direct action out our trespassers// our intruders // 
or protesters. Beging to dismantle and then reconstuct the 
existing jetty to form the first node. Repossessing it as an 
initial connection between Canvey Wick and the decommissioned 
Coryton refinery.



EXISTING SITE & CONTEXT

CANVEY WICK MAPPING

FORMER CORYTON REFINERY
MAPPING

Key:

 — Existing Builings & Storage Units

 — Existing Pipe Lines

 — Water Ways

 — Culvert Lines

 — Access routes

TAXONOMY OF AN INDUSTRIAL HABITAT



DESIGN DEVELOPEMENT

B I G //
Re-imagining Brooklyn Bridge

In their proposal BIG seeks to return the bridge to its original state, both architecturally and functionally, and  
looking to incorporate innovative autonomous mobility and public space design. Removing cars and related ramps, 
and providing more space for pedestrians, bikes and transit, this proposal moves more people and creates a stronger 
connection between Downtown Brooklyn, Lower Manhattan, and beyond.

Diller Scofidio + RENFRO //
The New York High Line

The High Line is a 1.5–mile long public park built on an abandoned elevated railroad stretching in Manhattan. 
Inspired by the melancholic, unruly beauty of this post-industrial ruin, where nature has reclaimed a once vital 
piece of urban infrastructure, the new park interprets its inheritance. It translates the biodiversity that took root 
after it fell into ruin in a string of site–specific urban micro-climates along the stretch of railway that include sunny, 
shady, wet, dry, windy, and sheltered spaces.

LOT-EK //
Carroll House

In their proposal BIG seeks to return the bridge to its original state, both architecturally and functionally, and  
looking to incorporate innovative autonomous mobility and public space design. Removing cars and related ramps, 
and providing more space for pedestrians, bikes and transit, this proposal moves more people and creates a stronger 
connection between Downtown Brooklyn, Lower Manhattan, and beyond.

Fahed + Architects //
Luxury Pavillon

The High Line is a 1.5–mile long public park built on an abandoned elevated railroad stretching in Manhattan. 
Inspired by the melancholic, unruly beauty of this post-industrial ruin, where nature has reclaimed a once vital 
piece of urban infrastructure, the new park interprets its inheritance. It translates the biodiversity that took root 
after it fell into ruin in a string of site–specific urban micro-climates along the stretch of railway that include sunny, 
shady, wet, dry, windy, and sheltered spaces.

PRECEDENTS STUDY

MATERIAL STRATEGY

Key:

Marine Reclamation & Salvage Yard

Reclamation Yard

Scrap Yard

Recycling Centre



DESIGN DEVELOPEMENT -  PROCESS AND MODELS

Experimenting through marquettes allows for the 
interrogation of various spacial arrangements within 
the proposal, it was also a integral approach in 
exploring ways of configuring the existing industrial 
volumes with the project proposes to be reused in the 
development of this new emerging community ///



PROPOSED MASTERPLAN

Phase 1
2022 to 2027

Phase 2
2027to 2042

Phase 3
2052to 2060

Phase 4
2100





INTERIOR PERSPECTIVES  - LIVING QUARTERS

HOLEHAVEN
Morn ing Coffee

Oh my God put a freaking 
shirt on!!!

I cant believe You still 
Haven’t got a Shirt on 
how ridiculous!!!

Just being one 
with nature, So 

WHATEVERRRRR.....

Oh What a pleasant 
morning...mmm Coffee 

or Tea Today?



EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR PERPECTIVES -  BIOFUEL PRODUCTION

HOLEHAVEN
DayJob

FLOATING LANDSCAPE // SEAWEED POOLS

FLOATING LANDSCAPE // SEAWEED POOLS

PROCESSING THE WEEDS



EXTERIOR PERSPECTIVES

HOLEHAVEN
Sun, Winds and Walkways



Ohhh Well done you 
finally put one!!!!
Only took you all day!!!!

WHATERVERRRRRR!!!!

THE SHARED KITCHEN

HOLEHAVEN
Even i ng Gather ing

INTERIOR PERSPECTIVES  - TOGETHER FOR DINNER

THE ROOF TOP TERRACE

Hows work on the crop 
down below today??
Up Here was soo windy....

Hows work on the crop 
down below today??
Up Here was soo windy....



PROPOSED EXAMPLE SITE PLAN







PROPOSED SECTION 1:100
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